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Does angioplasty need on site surgical cover? A physician’s view

T R D Shaw

In Europe, including the United Kingdom, many cardiac laboratories perform coronary angioplasty without having on site facilities for surgery. They use a rapidly accessible surgical unit nearby for back up in the event of occlusion. This system was developed as a pragmatic response to balloon dilatation—a revolutionary change in the treatment of coronary disease that was based on angiography skills and facilities. It seemed a reasonable arrangement because Gruentzig and the pioneers of angioplasty had indicated that back up surgery should be provided within 90–120 minutes.

The justification for continuing angioplasty with nearby off site surgery is the results obtained. Richardson et al reported that in Belfast the unit with off site surgery provided revascularisation for patients slightly sooner than the unit with on site surgery.1 None of the 12 patients who had off site surgery died. At the Western General Hospital in Edinburgh our operating theatre for cardiac surgery is three miles away from the catheterisation laboratory.2 Of 407 angioplasties carried out up to 1989, seven patients had emergency coronary surgery. One, with a main stem dissection, died after operation. Of the six others, three have good left ventricular function and three have moderate function. All are in New York Heart Association symptom class I or II after surgery. The angioplasty mortality was 0·25%. These results are similar to those of centres with on site surgery.1 4 In Belfast and in Edinburgh travel in an ambulance, which had resuscitation facilities, did not seem to cause any clinical deterioration.

In 1988 two sets of guidelines for carrying out coronary angioplasty were published.7 8 Both strongly emphasised on site surgery but neither indicated the time limit for surgical back up. I suggest that we should consider a recommended time limit, perhaps of 120 minutes, between final occlusion and revascularisation. Such a limit, irrespective of whether the surgery is on site or off site, would help to maintain good standards in coordinating the scheduling of angioplasty cases with the surgical list and in limiting the time spent on attempts to reopen the occluded artery, and in the surgical unit getting the patient speedily through to reperfusion. More data on survival and myocardial preservation are needed to define an appropriate time limit more precisely. Although a small series reported by Reul et al suggested that infarction could be avoided when operation was performed within 25 minutes of the onset of ischaemia,9 infarction rates of 27% and 44%10 were found in large angioplasty centres where patients could be transferred directly to an operating theatre. O’Kane et al reported no deaths in 25 patients operated on at a mean of 285 minutes after occlusion.11

For most angioplasties the selection of cases is similar whether surgical back up is on site or off site. For both, the cardiologist and surgeon must judge that the patient has ventricular function and a coronary anatomy that will in the event of occlusion allow a viable circulation until cardiopulmonary bypass has been started. For very high risk angioplasty, in which occlusion might cause extensive myocardial impairment an aortic balloon pump or a femoral-femoral bypass support system is needed. The numbers of high risk patients treated by angioplasty are growing and such patients should only be treated with off site surgical back up if suitable transport with portable support systems is available and shown to be effective. This proviso also applies when the operating theatre is on site but remote from the cardiac laboratory. The need for surgical back up has been declining.12 Although occlusion develops in 5% of patients treated by angioplasty our ability to reopen vessels has improved and only 3% need surgical back up while 97% do not. The use of stents, perfusion catheter/balloons, and other devices is likely to reduce the need further.

I believe therefore that it is reasonable for experienced cardiac laboratory teams to perform coronary angioplasty using nearby off site operating theatres if back up can be obtained within an appropriate time limit.

There are, however, difficult choices to be made about the plans for future facilities. There is much to be said in favour of combining invasive cardiology and cardiac surgery. Interventional cardiology will increase considerably and the choice of treatment will need closer medical and surgical discussion. Back up will be needed for various forms of non-surgical treatment. But should cardiology centralise or cardiac surgery decentralise? Should diagnostic angiography be separated from interventional cardiology? The management of recent onset and unstable angina
may require much closer links between coronary care units and cardiac x-ray suites but it is difficult to separate such admissions to coronary care units from general medical admissions and to send them direct to off site regional cardiac centres. Currently I think that coronary angioplasty with off site surgical back up makes the best use of the facilities we have.


VIEWS FROM THE PAST

Ernest Henry Starling

To cardiologists, Starling is best known for his law of the heart, which indicated that cardiac output is determined by diastolic fibre length. Here we see him as a young man at the threshold of his career. In 1899, at the age of 33, he succeeded Sharpey-Schafer as Jodrell professor of physiology at University College, London (Lewis collection).
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